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The challenge

As you can imagine creating a new product in this demanding market is a challenge.
We have achieved and we have gone a little further, taking a major step to meet the needs in this type of automation, with 
innovative advantages of modern design and excellent quality, so you can give maximum reliability and performance to 
customers.
TESLA 24V is built with the best materials for their function, both in its aluminum structure, such as electronic components 
and engineering plastics, resulting in an excellent product.

The faster installation

No doubt the TESLA 24V is automatism market faster , at its placement sliding 
doors , lacking exact dimensions , thanks to its pivotal pinion is always adapted to 
the rack , its advantages are:
• Placement in the workshop
Possibility to install the rack and the engine bed to build the door.
This means that at the time of starting the automation, we will have all the 
mechanical installed , getting a better �nish. So the e�ort will focus only on your 
electrical installation and programming , saving labor and time.
• Placement in the work
It is very convenient as all you have to place the zipper , forgetting dimensions, 
and the base engine in the distance entremedia swing pinion , thus avoiding 
much time in setting the rack and pinion with variations in the door to work, as in 
existing automation systems market .
• Long term reliability
The innovative pivoting pinion system assures the proper long-term operation . 
When the guide is moved by the weight of the vehicles or any door wheel has 
some wear , the pinion always be adapted , ensuring smooth operation. This 
prevents movement to regulate the installation of new dimensions the drive to the 
rack .

Wiring and unbeatable programming

One of the best bene�ts of the TESLA 24V is the ease of arrival conexionar wire and 
electric cable , since the voltage input is conveniently separated from the exchan-
ge. Also by having the control unit on top of the engine allows good handling .
TESLA The 24V programming is done through self- Apprenticeship , which is the 
most e�ective and fast to program this type of automation . It is equipped with an 
encoder , so the operator knows at all times the position of the door , no need to 
use mechanical limit avoiding wasting time on placement and maintenance may 
come.

Practical and safe for the user (Regulations UNE-EN-13241-1)

TESLA 24V is convenient and secure, incorporating user bene�ts:
• Easy release
The handle to unlock is at the top of the operator and is unlocked by pulling the handle vertically.
• Light Options
It incorporates a light touch for nighttime visibility timed to open the door.
• Option pedestrian opening
If the client does not want to open the entire door, you can apply the partial operation.
Powered with the second channel transmitter, the door will open only pre-programmed route for this function.
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• Long Range Radio Control
Distance about 100 meters from reception, to ensure good driving radius within the vehicle.
• Security
It is designed to meet all regulations on sliding doors , and we can adjust the strength and speed of the door and be sensitive in 
case of accident to persons or objects.

Quality and traceability

We guarantee the highest quality in materials , incorporating our company
traceability controls for maximum reliability. all
operators are made   starting number and serial number , as well as their
parts , each part or component before mounting is veri�ed .
Computationally know that dealer has given each of the
made automatic , so any modi�cation will be warned and informed .
If we know the amount of repair maneuvers as has
the mechanism operated installation.

Range and performance

We produce three models to low voltage 400 kg , 600 kg and 800 kg . All are made with the same features , just modify the electric 
motor . All are suitable for intensive use and can be installed on doors of many transit.

Accessories

• Issuer DRAGO
Rolling code transmitter to 433/868 Mhz , unique format of 5 3 channel functionality
channels by combining switches. Issuers allow code management ,
by ACCES SMART software and / or GADGED PLUS programming is done by
Contact .

• Cell Support
It features a quick attachment to the cell pole 50cm to the engine mount and
waste no time and in its placement . The photocell is transceiver , being able to feed
by batteries in case it can not be wired.

• Battery Kit
The planned TESLA range to insert a self- rechargeable batteries for the same plate
electronic automation, which ensures operation in case of a supply cut
electric tro . Depending on the door and automation model , it can make from 5 to 10
maneuvers .

• band wireless security kit
You can incorporate a new system of wireless safety edge . It is as simple as placing
the band in the amount of the sliding door and connect a transmitter box that works with
batteries , two year duration approx. and the switchboard operator will place a card
receiving . If the door is in operation and the band detects an obstacle , it sends a signal
the receiver of the control unit and the operator stops and back in milliseconds , ful�lling
current safety regulations .

• solar panel kit
The kit includes a solar panel with a battery that stores the current produced by the plate,
the operator can operate without power 220 v electrical network .
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